We use a series of natural quasi-experiments -centred on betting exchange data on the Men's Wimbledon Single's Tennis Championships of 2011 and 2012 -to determine whether information processing constraints are partially responsible for asset mispricing. We categorise the arrival of information during each match as a treatment, and hypothesise that the arrival of information means that traders' information processing constraints suddenly become binding. We then examine the effect on the price movements of two assets (one explicitly traded, and one implicitly traded through a replicating portfolio). We find that the arrival of information during each match leads to substantial mispricing between the two equivalent assets, and that part of this mispricing can be attributed to differences in the frequency with which the two prices are updated. In other words, while traders receive all the necessary raw information to update the value of both of the assets that they trade, constraints on their ability to process this information force them to focus on the implications of the new information for just one asset. This, in turn, leads to substantial, but temporary, mispricing in this simple asset market.
Introduction
Traders are bombarded with information on the macroeconomy, industrial sectors and on individual firms. This information comes in a variety of forms: newspaper articles, blogs, tweets, meetings, broker phone calls and colleague emails. Even if traders are attentive and receive all of this raw information, it is inevitable that they will be unable to process it effectively, to deduce the implications for all of the assets (including potential assets) in their portfolio. In this paper we investigate whether this information processing constraint has an effect on the level of mispricing in asset markets.
We use a series of natural quasi-experiments centred on Betfair betting exchange data from the Men's Wimbledon Single's Tennis Championships of 2011 and 2012. Trading is conveniently divided between pre-match periods (when little or no information arrives), and so-called 'inplay' periods during the match (when information is arriving constantly). We hypothesise that the arrival of information means that traders' information processing constraints suddenly become binding. Whilst before the match, bettors had time to assess and price the likelihood of, for example, a Roger Federer win and a 3-1 Roger Federer win, during the match they are unable to process the implications of new information for both these bets. Faced with this constraint, bettors may choose to update the value of the bet on Roger Federer to win rather than the bet on the specific score by which Federer will win. In other words, despite having all the necessary raw information to price both bets, information processing constraints may mean that the value of certain assets are not updated in a timely fashion, and therefore mispricing is temporarily observed.
To verify this idea, we examine the evolution of the implied win probability of each player in two markets: 1) the win market, where the bet is explicitly priced, and 2) the set market, where the bet on the player to win is implicitly priced (via a replicating portfolio). We find three pieces of evidence consistent with the notion that information processing constraints are a cause of asset mispricing. Firstly, the mispricing (calculated as the absolute difference between the implied win probability in the win and set markets) is substantially higher inplay than pre-match. This is where we believe that the constraint is more likely to be binding.
Secondly, we use a difference-in-difference approach to assess the relative frequency of price changes in the two markets during each match. We find that the price in the set market changes much less frequently during play (even after controlling for intransient differences between the two markets and common effects of information arrival). This suggests that a proportion of the mispricing can be attributed to the price not being as regularly updated in the set market. Finally, we verify that the frequent changes in price in the win market are not simply noise, by calculating the price discovery contribution of each market using a variant of the Hasbrouck (1995) methodology. Consistent with the win market becoming the preferred choice of traders when the information processing constraint becomes binding, we find that the win market contributes at least 82% of price discovery during each match.
The implications of limited attention and limited processing power in asset markets has been modelled by, among others, Hirshliefer and Teoh (2003) , Peng and Xiong (2006), Huang and Liu (2007) and Mondria (2010) .
1 By identifying circumstances where traders have all the necessary information but limited processing power, our results build on the empirical work of Cohen and Lou (2012) . Cohen and Lou hypothesised that conglomerate firmswith operations in a number of industrial segments -were 'complicated' in comparison to single industry firms. This is because the proportion of income generated by each industrial segment evolves over time and a forecast of this proportion requires analysis. The implication of this proposition is that industry-specific information would be more rapidly impounded into the price of single industry firms, and the returns of a portfolio of these firms would therefore predict the subsequent returns of conglomerate firms. This was indeed the result that they found. In other words, while investors had all the necessary raw information to accurately price both simple and complicated firms, constraints on their ability to process this information led to temporary mispricings (in their case, over the course of months).
The idea that assets which require more complicated information processing may be mispriced for longer strikes a chord with our results. A bet on a player to win by a certain score is a more precise, and perhaps more complicated, prediction than simply wagering on the same player to win the match. Snowberg and Wolfers (2010) presented betting market evidence that individuals struggle to correctly predict the likelihood of small probability events. In addition, in terms of interpreting new information received during each match, simple rules of thumb may not suffice in the set betting market. If a player wins an individual point, it is reasonable to suggest that the probability that they win the match either stays roughly the same or goes up. Winning this same point, however, may increase the likelihood of winning by a certain set score, but decrease the likelihood of the other two possible set scores. Without a simple rule of thumb, deciphering the impact of each point for each of the set bets may be more difficult than conducting a similar exercise in the win market.
The trading mechanism on the betting exchange studied in this paper resembles a stan-1 There is a large recent empirical literature linking investor (in)attention to asset prices (e.g. Barber and Odean (2008) , Corwin and Coughenour (2008) , DellaVigna and Pollet (2009 ), Hirshleifer et al. (2009 , Louis and Sun (2010), Da et al. (2011) and Chakrabarty and Moulton (2012) ).
dard limit order book on a financial exchange. Traders can post liquidity (via limit orders) or consume liquidity (via market orders). The payoffs in these assets resemble those of shortmaturity zero-recovery fixed-income assets. Bettors receive a fixed amount if they are correct in their predictions, and lose their stake if they are incorrect, much as you would by investing in a bond. This is also a competitive and dynamic market, meaning that, much as in financial markets, there are significant costs to repeatedly mispricing assets. Bettors who make errors in their estimation of a player's win probability can expect to be picked off by other bettors.
These three points give our analysis external validity.
There are also, it should be pointed out, advantages in using the exchange for this type of study. Firstly, there is a clear(er) separation between zero-information periods and information periods than could be expected in any financial market. This allows us to classify the arrival of information as a treatment in our natural quasi-experiment, a treatment which pushes information processing ability toward its limit. There are spikes of information arrival in financial markets, but the distinction between information and zero-information periods is less stark than in sports betting. Furthermore, the speed with which events unfold in these matches (over the course of hours) allows us to take a microscopic look at price changes in the presence of information. This is in contrast to the longer-horizon asset-pricing study of Cohen and Lou (2012) .
The attraction of high-frequency betting data has also encouraged the recent work of Croxson and Reade (2011) and Choi and Hui (2012) , who both examine Betfair pricing during association football (soccer) matches. Croxson and Reade demonstrate that betting exchange prices incorporate the effect of goals in a timely manner. Choi and Hui, in a similar study, categorise the first goal of each match as either surprising (if scored by the underdog team) or expected (if scored by the favourite team). This approach allows for an examination of the way that prior beliefs shape reactions to information. They find that the betting exchange overreacts to highly surprising events but underreacts to less surprising events. In this paper, we focus instead on the differences in reaction times of two different markets, with the aim of shedding light on the role that information processing constraints play in asset mispricing.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we describe the betting exchange and present summary statistics. In Section 3 we conduct the empirical analysis and in Section 4 we discuss alternative explanations for the pattern of results. Section 5 concludes.
The Betting Exchange
The data in our study is taken from Betfair, a betting exchange in the U.K.. Betfair provide a limit order book for bets on the full spectrum of sporting events, with a particular emphasis on horse-racing, football and, to a slightly lesser extent, tennis. The exchange operates by matching up bettors who wish to 'back' (bet on) an outcome, with those willing to 'lay' (bet against) the same outcome. Those taking the lay position are assuming the role traditionally taken by bookmakers. The exchange operates in a similar fashion to the standard financial exchanges. Specifically, bettors can either submit a market order, which matches up with an offsetting limit order in the book, or submit a limit order, which sits in the book until an offsetting market order arrives. The exchange generates revenue by charging a commission (between 2% and 5%) on the winner's profits.
We collected data on 14 matches from the quarter-final stages to the final of the Wimbledon Men's Singles Championships in 2011 and 2012 (there are 7 matches in our sample from each tournament). Although this may seem a limited number of matches, high-frequency sampling means that there are just shy of 800,000 observations for some of our later regressions. Wimbledon was chosen as it is the most prestigious of the four grand-slam events in tennis, and the latter stages of the tournament were chosen as these proved the most popular matches for betting. The data was purchased from Fracsoft. For each match we randomly chose one player (to ensure independent observations), and the chosen player is disclosed later in Tables 3, 5 , and 6. The data we have is time-stamped and includes quoted 'back' and 'lay' prices (odds) sampled each second, for both pre-inplay periods before each match and inplay periods during each match. The data also includes the last transaction price (odds) and the cumulative volume at each second of trading.
The betting on each match takes place in two markets. The first is the win market where bets are traded on the winner. The second is the set market, which allows for betting on the specific score by which each player wins. As matches in the the grand-slam events are conducted on a best-of-five sets basis, the set market comprises 6 possible outcomes (3-0, 3-1, 3-2 to each player). We chose tennis predominantly because it has an extensive inplay period, but also because it is possible to replicate the bet on a player to win with only 3 bets in the set market.
In all cases we infer the implied probability of an outcome by taking the midpoint of the spread. For example, if the back odds on a player to win are O B and the lay odds are O L , then the implied win probability is (1/(O B + 1) + 1/(O L + 1))/2. To calculate the corresponding implied win probability from the set market, we simply sum the implied probabilities for each of the 3 possible set scores by which he could win. For example, take the odds on Andy Murray to win the Final (against Roger Federer) in 2012. At the start of the match (14:10:18), the back (lay) odds on a Murray win were 2 to 1 (2.05 to 1). In other words those who backed at this price would have received 2 GBP (plus their stake) for each 1 GBP they put down, in the case of a win. A bettor laying this outcome would be liable for 2.05 GBP multiplied by the backer's stake, in the case of a Murray win, and would pocket the backer's stake otherwise. The back (lay) odds were 8.8 (9) on a 3-0 Murray win, 7.6 (7.8) on a 3-1 win, and 7 (7.2) on a 3-2 win. The implied win probability is therefore 0.3306 in the win market and 0.3394 in the set market, reflecting a very small mispricing of Murray's prospects at the start of the match.
In the top two panels of Table 1 we describe the summary statistics on implied win probability for the full 14 matches. The average implied win probability in the win market (.690867) is close to the average in the set market (.682561). The relationship appears to be closer pre-inplay, with respective averages of .6928574 and .6933364 (the averages above 0.5 reflect the fact that the favourite was randomly selected in the majority of our 14 matches).
In Figure 1 we plot the implied win probability -of Andy Murray in the 2012 Final -as inferred from the win and set markets. Once again, the implied win probabilities track each other closely. One point to make at this stage is that there are a small number of surprising readings of implied win probability in the set market (incidentally, from matches other than the 2012 Final). For example, the maximum reading in the set market is 1.507688. Unlike in the win market, the implied win probability in the set market is not bounded between 0 and 1. While these extreme readings are rare, we do exclude them later in our study to ensure the robustness of our results.
Before we proceed, it is also worth explaining our choice of quoted prices, rather than transaction prices, to calculate mispricings. We use the midpoint of the quoted spread on the exchange for two reasons. Using transaction prices is problematic because the volume in the set market is often lower than that in the win market. As a result, we could be taking a substantially lagged valuation from the set market, and wrongly inferring that there are large mispricings between the two markets. By using quoted prices, we are (as much as possible)
comparing contemporaneous valuations. The second reason for not using transaction prices is the presence of 'bid-ask bounce'. Specifically, there could be a situation where the quoted prices did not change but because a back order was swiftly followed by a lay order -and these prices are separated by the spread -we could wrongly infer from transaction prices that valuations have changed substantially. By taking the midpoint of the spread we are not affected by the bounce caused by opposing order flow.
One other reason to use quoted prices is the famous 'favourite-longshot bias'. This is where, on average, returns from bets on favourites exceed those of bets on longshots. This bias was found as far back as Griffith (1949) , and has also been observed, albeit to a lesser degree, on Betfair by Smith et al. (2006) . The foremost explanation for the bias in markets where bettors have a counterparty (including bookmaker markets and betting exchanges, but excluding pari-mutuel markets) is adverse selection (see Shin (1991 Shin ( , 1992 Shin ( , 1993 ). Put simply, the cost to a market-maker of losing out to an insider (with advance knowledge of the outcome of the race) is greater when the winner is a longshot (as they must pay out more).
The response of the market-maker is to depress the odds on the longshot further below their empirical probability than they would do for the favourite's odds. This would be a concern in our setting if we used transaction prices -which are likely biased toward 'backer-initiated' bets -as the set market implied win probability would regularly exceed the corresponding measure in the win market. However, using the midpoint of the quoted spread likely mitigates this problem, as this measure should approximate the liquidity provider's prior unbiased estimate of the probability of an outcome. Likewise, if the bias is generated by risk-loving bettors (as in Ali (1979) ) or over (under) estimation of small (large) probabilities (as in Snowberg and Wolfers (2010)), taking the midpoint of the spread should largely offset these effects. The fact that the average implied win probability is in fact (marginally) higher in the win market than the set market (see 'All' data in Table 1 ) confirms this impression.
Data Analysis

Mispricing
Our first task is to establish whether the arrival of public information -in our case, the screening of a series of tennis matches -increases the level of mispricing between the win and set markets. To do this, we measure mispricing as the absolute difference between the implied win probability in the win market and the corresponding implied win probability in the set market. The bottom panel of Table 1 describes summary statistics on our measure.
We find that the average mispricing between these two markets is quite small (0.02), partly because there are cases where the measure is nil. This is reassuring because, despite the differences in the way implied win probability is calculated (from 1 or 3 set(s) of prices), this demonstrates that the two markets can, at times, come to a consensus on the probability of a player's win.
Staying with the bottom panel of Table 1 , we see the first evidence that mispricing is indeed higher when public information is arriving. There is a more than 10 fold increase in average mispricing during inplay periods compared to the same matches pre-inplay. Figure 1 captures this fact vividly. We plot mispricing regarding Andy Murray's implied win probability in the Final of 2012, for both pre-inplay and inplay (beginning at T=17723). Mispricing is visibly higher during the match.
In Table 2 we test this proposition more formally. In all of the regressions in this table we include random effects for the 14 matches in our study, to ensure that any observed effect is widespread. In the first regression we regress mispricing on an indicator variable equalling 1 if the time period is during a match, and 0 otherwise. We find that mispricing is higher during matches, with significance at the 0.1% level. This is a necessary but not sufficient condition for the notion that binding processing constraints are a driver of asset mispricing. The first thing to note, however, is that any measure constructed from quoted prices will undoubtedly be persistent. Therefore in regression 2 we exclude all observations where neither the implied win probability in the win market nor the implied win probability in the set market changed in the last second. This should reduce the extent to which serial correlation in mispricing is driving our result. Even after excluding these observations, we find that mispricing is significantly higher (at the 0.1% level) during matches. 2 We also wish to ensure that mispricing is not caused by the order book recovering from trade in the last period. If it were, mispricing would be a reflection of temporary illiquidity rather than differences in valuation. To deal with this issue, in regression 3 we exclude all observations where there was an order (in either the win or set market) in the preceding second. We find the aforementioned result is robust to this choice of sub-sample, and, in fact, the difference between the coefficients in regressions 1 and 3 suggests that trade during the match reduces rather than increases mispricing (the inplay effect is higher in regression 3). Finally, we mentioned earlier that there were a few readings of implied win probability in the set market that exceeded 1. In the fourth regression of Table 2 , we exclude these readings, thereby omitting 7,520 of the 392,944 observations. Once again, we find that mispricing is higher in inplay periods, with significance at the 0.1% level.
The effect of information on mispricing -a more than 10 fold increase during matches judging by the coefficients in the first regression of Table 2 -is particularly striking when we consider that there are likely to be two factors acting as a restraint on mispricing. First of all, if mispricing increases beyond a certain level, arbitrage opportunities arise. An arbitrageur can construct a simple strategy of betting on a player to win in the win market, and betting against the same player in the set market (or vice versa). Mispricing may need to be greater than 5% for the arbitrage trade to be profitable -as Betfair commission is charged separately in the win and set market -but the presence of arbitrageurs should nevertheless act as a restraint on large mispricing between the two markets. The second factor is that the progression of the match resolves uncertainty about the likely winner. At the end of the match, all uncertainty is resolved and mispricing must converge to zero. There is, after all, no more information to process.
2 The result is also robust to including lagged mispricing as an additional explanatory variable, or using Newey-West standard errors, to control for persistence in the mispricing measure. The results of these two regressions are not tabulated.
One way to assess the extent to which information processing constraints are responsible for this mispricing is to calculate mispricing when there is only one possible set score by which the player could win. If the player sampled either lost the match, or won by 3 sets to 2, there will be periods in which processing the implications of new information for the set bets is equivalent to processing the same information for the win bets. Essentially, in this situation the player can only win 3-2, so set bet pricing requires no additional effort to that already undertaken for the win bets. In regression 5 of Table 2 we add an indicator variable, equalling 1 if the player can only win by one possible set score at that time, and 0 otherwise. This comprises 9.13% of inplay time for the full 14 match sample. In line with our thinking, the level of mispricing is -judging by the size of the coefficients -more than 50% lower during these periods. In other words, when no additional information processing effort is required to price a set bet, the level of mispricing between win and set bets is much lower.
Up until this point we have included random effects for each match to ensure that our results are not driven by particularly high inplay readings of mispricing in a few matches.
We would like, however, to ascertain the breadth of the effect that information arrival has on asset mispricing. We do this by running the first regression of Table 2 individually for each of the 14 matches. Table 3 displays the coefficient associated with the inplay indicator for each of these matches. (We estimated these regressions with White heteroskedasticity-consistent standard errors). The inplay effect is positive and significant in all of the 14 matches, with significance at the 0.1% level. To conclude at this stage, information does appear to induce mispricing on this betting exchange. In the next subsection we investigate, in more detail, whether information processing constraints are partially responsible.
Information Processing Constraints
To examine whether information processing constraints can explain mispricing, we set up a difference-in-difference model. The aim is to assess the frequency of any changes in valuations during each match. The idea behind the regressions that follow is that we must, firstly, control for intransient differences between the win and set market (in terms of volume, prominence, price mechanisms etc.), and, secondly, we must also control for common effects that the arrival of information has on both markets. Once we have controlled for these two factors, we can then isolate the different impact that information has on the frequency of reaction in each market.
In the top panel of Table 4 we regress an indicator variable equalling 1 if the implied win probability changed in the last second, and 0 otherwise, on three explanatory variables. The first explanatory variable is an indicator for whether the market is the win market (to control for intransient differences between the two markets), the second variable is an indicator for whether the match is inplay (to control for the common effect of information on the frequency of price revision), and the third variable is an interaction between the two aforementioned indicators. The interaction term is crucial as this captures any differences in the frequency of the two markets' responses during information arrival. A logit specification is used and random effects for each match are included. There are three results, all significant at the 0.1% level. Firstly, in the baseline pre-match (no information) period, it appears that the set market is more susceptible to changes in valuations as the coefficient associated with the win market indicator is negative. This is perhaps expected, as trade in the set market allows for finer distinctions between different implied win probabilities as this measure is constructed from 3 prices rather than just 1. Secondly, both markets respond more frequently when information arrives as the coefficient associated with the inplay indicator is positive. This is certainly expected, as traders are more likely to revise their valuations when new information arrives. Thirdly, judging by the coefficient associated with the interaction term, it is the win market that is more likely to respond during matches. This evidence is consistent with the notion that the arrival of information means that constraints on traders' capacity to process information suddenly becomes binding. Rather than interpret the implications of the last point for the 8 bets in the two markets (2 in the win market and 6 in the set market), they are only able to process information related to the win bets. When there is a pause inplay -e.g. when players sit down at the change of ends -perhaps they are then able to update their valuations of all the set betting outcomes. This would explain why updating in the set market is much less frequent inplay.
One concern at this point is that changes in valuations may be a reflection of asymmetries in order flow. We mentioned earlier that volume in the win market was typically higher than volume in the set market. In order to ensure that changes in price are reflections of changes in traders' valuations, rather than a result of the transient impact of orders, we also repeated the first regression in Table 4 , but this time excluded all observations where an order had taken place in the market concerned in the previous second. As a result, we can focus solely on changes in valuation that are not induced (directly, at least) by orders. These results are presented in regression 2 of Table 4 . The effect remains -the set market responds less frequently than the win market -and indeed is stronger for this choice of sub-sample.
Although we have used random effects to incorporate factors idiosyncratic to each match, in Table 5 we repeat our 2 regressions individually for the 14 matches in the sample. In each case, we display the coefficient associated with the interaction between the win market and inplay indicators, in order to capture the relative frequency of price changes during each match. The results that correspond to the first (second) regression in Table 4 are displayed in the top (bottom) panel of Table 5 . (All regressions in Table 5 are estimated using White heteroskedasticity-consistent standard errors). Our earlier results are replicated in all of the 14 matches for the first regression and 12 of the 14 matches in the second regression. In each case where statistical significance (at least at the 5% level) is found, the win market responds more often to information inplay.
Price Discovery
At this stage we have provided two sets of results that are consistent with the notion that information processing constraints are partially responsible for mispricing in this market. The first piece of evidence was that mispricing was higher inplay (when constraints were more likely to be binding), and the second piece of evidence was that this was partially driven by differences in the frequencies with which prices were updated in the two markets examined.
Essentially, we could argue that the set market valuation differed from that of the win market inplay because information processing capacity was focused on the latter market.
One gap in this argument, however, is that we cannot be sure at this stage that the frequent price changes in the win market are not simply noise. If limited processing capacity is truly being focused on the win market bets, then we should see that win market price changes lead set market price changes. In other words, only when there is a lull in play (or indeed only when arbitrageurs arrive on the scene) does the set market catch up with the information processing that has already taken place for the win bets.
To verify this idea, we use a variant of the price discovery models of Garbade and Silber (1983) and Hasbrouck (1995). As our setting has only two prices, rather than n as in
Hasbrouck (1995), our model more closely resembles that of Garbade and Silber (1983) . We estimate the following two regressions:
W t is the implied probability of a player winning in the win market, S t is the implied probability of the same player winning in the set market, and t and u t are error terms. Both implied win probabilities are defined in Section 2. The idea is straightforward. The greater the coefficient β 1 , the greater the contribution of the set market to price discovery. A high β 1 would suggest that a mispricing between the two markets at time t − 1 is corrected by a subsequent price change in the win market W t − W t−1 . This would imply that the set market leads the win market in terms of price discovery, and is the location of the initial information processing. On the flipside, however, the greater the coefficient α 1 , the greater the price discovery contribution of the win market. A mispricing at time t − 1 is corrected by a subsequent price change in the set market S t − S t−1 . We expect that α 1 > β 1 , as the win market is the more frequent updater of price (see Section 3.2).
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Using these estimated coefficients, we calculated the win market contribution to price discovery, defined as
. This measure, along with the coefficients for each of the 14 matches, is displayed in Table 6 . (All regressions in Table 6 are estimated using White heteroskedasticity-consistent standard errors). Sampling for this data is carried out at 1 minute intervals to allow sufficient time for information to arrive (this leaves time for approximately one point to be played). In line with our hypothesis -that information processing constraints bind inplay and that limited processing power is focused on the win market -we find that the win market is the major (and sometimes sole) contributor to price discovery.
The lowest win market contribution (82%) is found in the first Semi-Final of 2012. In some 3 For more details on price discovery models, as applied to betting exchange data, see Chapter 2 of Brown (2012).
cases, the contribution of the set market is actually negative, implying that on the occasions that the set market leads the win market, it is more often wrong than right (i.e. win market prices subsequently go in the other direction). This provides quite clear evidence that information processing capacity is being focused on the win market. We checked the robustness of our results to varying the sampling interval (10 seconds, 30 seconds, 2 minutes) and also used Newey-West standard errors to account for serial correlation. The results are qualitatively the same so we do not present them here.
The results in this section do beg one question: why do liquidity providers leave quotes, in the set market, that will likely become out-of-date? If they anticipate that they will be busy processing the implications of new information for win market bets, why do they leave quotes in the set market at all? After all, if these quotes do not incorporate all new information, they are in danger of being adversely selected by traders who have deciphered the correct implications for the set bets. One possible explanation is that the probability of being adversely selected is not very large. Perhaps it requires too much processing power for liquidity takers (those submitting orders) to quickly and consistently identify the liquidity providers' mispriced set quotes. Unless the mispricing is very large -in which case a simple arbitrage strategy can be used (see the discussion in Section 3.1) -identifying which set outcomes have become more/less likely and by how much, and then quickly trading on these conclusions, may not be a simple task.
Discussion
In this section we will discuss two alternative explanations for the pattern of results described in this paper. The first alternative explanation is the 'gradual information flow' hypothesis (developed by Hong and Stein (1999) with empirical evidence in Hong et al. (2000) ). The idea behind this model is that information -particularly private information -diffuses gradually across a population. This creates price momentum as the implications of a piece of new information are reflected in asset prices only after a significant lag. On the face of it, this does not seem an appropriate model for sports betting information. Bettors all view the same match -on television or at the stadium -and therefore can expect to be privy to the same information at the same time. This may not, however, be true. Television pictures of sporting events, including tennis, are broadcast with a lag. This means that those watching the tennis at the venue itself will receive each public signal a few seconds before those watching the same match on television. There are rumours that a number of Betfair customers, so-called 'courtsiders', have been exploiting this opportunity by placing bets with advance knowledge of the outcome of the last point (Guardian 29th June 2011). If 'courtsiders' are concentrated in the win market, this could explain why the win market leads the set market in price discovery.
The problem with this explanation for the results is that it is consistent with only two of the three results presented in this paper. It is consistent with greater mispricing of bets inplay (in Section 3.1), as information on the progress of the match diffuses gradually across the two markets. It is also consistent with the win market leading the set market in Section 3.3 (if 'courtsiders' do indeed concentrate in the win market). It is not, however, consistent with the quasi-experimental results in Section 3.2. We find that the set market price is not simply updated later, but it is also updated less frequently. This is consistent, to our mind, only with the idea that information processing constraints force the periodic neglect of the set market.
A second possible explanation is that different interpretations of public information are driving our results. Harris and Raviv (1993) and Kandel and Pearson (1995) present models where traders with different likelihood functions differ in their interpretation of public information. This explanation may be consistent with the mispricing effect in Section 3.1, as information arrival could induce disagreement between the two markets (if they have slightly different trading populations). It is not consistent, however, with the other two results. There is no reason why different interpretations should lead to differences in the frequencies with which traders respond to information (unless one set of traders is utterly unresponsive to certain information). In addition, different interpretations cannot create the price discovery relationship documented in Section 3.3 unless traders learn from the beliefs of others. This learning is not permitted in the models of Harris and Raviv (1993) and Kandel and Pearson (1995) as otherwise disagreement would immediately disappear.
Limited attention has become a feature of models of investor learning behaviour (Peng and Xiong (2006)) and portfolio allocation (Huang and Liu (2007) and Mondria (2010)). Some of the more prominent empirical puzzles and anomalies in financial markets -such as stock price momentum and the underdiversification of investor portfolios -can be generated in these models. Moreover, these propositions rely on an extremely uncontroversial assumption: traders do not have unlimited capacity to receive and process information.
In this paper we examine the evidence that information processing constraints lead to asset mispricing. In the process of our examination, we exploit the unique conditions present on a U.K. sports betting exchange. Assets -contingent on the outcome of a tennis matchare traded in two markets (the win and the set market) both pre-inplay (when no information arrives) and inplay (when information is turned on like a tap). We argue that the arrival of information means that traders' information processing constraints suddenly become binding.
We then present three pieces of evidence consistent with the notion that information processing constraints are a cause of mispricing. i) The level of mispricing is 10 times greater during the arrival of information compared to zero-information periods. This is the time when information processing constraints are more likely to be binding. ii) Part of this mispricing can be attributed to differences in the frequency with which traders update the values of the two assets. iii) Price discovery is led by the market with the most frequent updating of prices (during the treatment). This suggests that traders' limited information processing capacity was predominantly put to work in the pricing of just one asset. Other financial market frictions -discussed in Section 4 -fail to capture at least one of these results.
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Tables
The data-set comprises the 14 matches from the Quarter-Final stages onwards of the 2011 and 2012 Men's Wimbledon Tennis Championships. 
R
Two regressions to assess whether the arrival of information inplay causes information processing constraints to bind, and therefore means that the price in one market is updated less frequently. The dependent variable is an indicator variable equalling 1 if the implied probability changed in the last second. The explanatory variables are an indicator for the win market, an indicator for inplay periods, and an interaction between these two indicators. The interaction term is crucial, as it captures the differences in the frequency with which the two markets respond to information (the treatment). In the second regression we exclude all observations which immediately follow an order in the market concerned. Both regressions incorporate random effects for each match, and ρ captures the proportion of variance in the Dep. Var. that can be attributed to these random effects. Standard errors are in parentheses and *, ** and *** indicates significance at the 5%, 1% and 0.1% levels respectively. Table 4 , this time estimated for each match in the sample. The only coefficient displayed is that associated with the interaction term between the win market indicator and the inplay indicator. This interaction term captures the relative response of the two markets to the treatment (information). In each match bets on only one player (the first listed) were sampled. All regressions are estimated with White heteroskedasticity-consistent standard errors (in parentheses), and *, **, and *** indicates significance at the 5%, 1%, and 0.1% levels respectively. β 1 and α 1 are estimates from Equations (1) and (2) respectively. Data is sampled at 1 minute intervals, and in each match bets on only one player (the first listed) were sampled. Price discovery contributions of greater than 1 indicate that on the occasions that the set market leads the win market, it is more often wrong than right (i.e. win market prices subsequently go in the other direction). All equations were estimated with White heteroskedasticity-consistent standard errors and ., *, **, and *** indicates significance at the 10%, 5%, 1% and 0.1% level respectively.
